




From the Proceedings, Asiatic Society of Bengal, for April, 1891. 

BIRCH BARK MS. 

Dr. A. F. Rudolf Hoernle again exhibited the old birch bai’k MS., 

brought by Lieut. Bower from Kasligaria, and made the following 

remarks concerning it: 

“This MS. was first shown to the Society in November last, in the 

Proceedings of which month an account of its acquisition by Lieut. 

Bower is printed. That account appears to have been reprinted in 

the Bombay Gazette, a copy of which accidentally fell into my hands 

in Aden on my way out to India in March last. It was the first 

notice I had of it; Major Cumberland, whose companion Lieut. 

Bower had been on his travels, was a fellow-passenger of mine and 

gave me corroborative information; all this made me very anxious to see 

the MS. On my reaching Calcutta I was very glad to find that the MS. 

was still in the possession of Colonel Waterhouse, who very kindly 

at once made it over to me for examination. 

“ The MS. has been with me only a little more than a week, and my 

examination of it, of course, is not yet finished; but I have already been 

able to determine several important points ; and as hitherto it has been 

impossible to ascertain anything about the character and contents of the 

manuscript, I will not delay communicating my information, though 

further examination may possibly induce me to modify it on some minor 

points. 

“ The first point that strikes one on looking through the MS. is, that 

it appears to be written in three, if not four, different styles. This 

point has been already noticed in th$ November account. But what 

is more,—the difference is not (as may seem at first sight) merely one 

of careful and slovenly writing, but one of variety of alphabet. The 

whole manuscript is written in what Mr. Fleet (iu his Gupta Inscriptions 

in Volume III of the Corpus Inscription urn Indicarum, p. 3) distin¬ 

guishes as the Northern class of the N;igari alphabet, which is charac¬ 

terised by the peculiar form of the m. Of this class, however, 

three varieties are observable in the MS. The test-letter of these 

varieties is the palatal s, which is formed in three different ways. The 

first of them, with a rounded top, is that commonly used in the 

Northern Gupta inscriptions ; the other two closely approach the form 
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of the palatal s in the S'arach'i alphabet of Kashmir. The first variety 

of writing is shown in the upper portion of Plate VI published in the 

November Proceedings ; and the third variety in the lower portion. Of 

the second variety—one of great neatness—a specimen is now figured 

in the lower part of Plate I, which accompanies this account. The 

upper part of this plate gives another specimen of the first variety. The 

three varieties have no reference to difference of age, but merely 

indicate difference of locality. The second and third varieties, as shown 

by their approach to the S'arada characters, were probably current in 

the extreme North-West of the great area of the Northern class of 

alphabets, while the first variety was used in the remainder of that 

area. 

u On examining- more closely the several leaves, I noticed that they 

were evidently mixed up. The leaves written in the different hands 

followed one another without any order. But I also noticed that many 

of the leaves were marked with numbers on their left hand margin. 

Accordingly I cut the string which passed through them and held them 

together, and arranged them in their proper order, as indicated by 

their numbers. It then was seen, that 33 leaves, forming the main 

portion of the MS., followed in consecutive order, and that these 

33 leaves were written throughout in the first variety of the alphabet. 

This variety extended to the obverse of the 33rd leaf; but on the 

reverse of that leaf commenced the second variety, and w-ent on over five 

leaves. The remainder of the leaves were written in the third variety. 

“ It further seemed that the three varieties of writing distinguished 

three different works, the reasons of which I shall explain presently. 

“ I now took up the main portion (of 33 leaves), and deciphering the 

first page of the first leaf, discovered that it contained an introduc¬ 

tion, giving the name of the work and detailing its contents. The work 

is a compendium of medicine, is named the Navamtaka, and consists 

of sixteen chapters (adhydya). That it was written* by a Buddhist, is 

seen from the initiatory salutation of the “ Tathagatas ” or Buddhas. 

But I have not yet succeeded in tracing anywhere the name of its 

author. 

“ The following is a transcript and translation of the introduction. 

It is written in Sanskrit verse (6loka). In fact the contents of the 

whole MS. appear to be composed in slokas.” 

* The form of salutation varies according to the creed of the writer of a MS 

The present salutation is, therefore, not strictly evidence as to the creed of the 

author of the work, but only as to that of the scribe of the MS. 



(line 1) srwmJIWi: I 

^ =# srr^r ^ srr^#t<T^ h [«ji] 

(line 2) srrsrr sjrfW^^nsrf w (*#tw)w [i] 

^♦iKIhlf f%rf ^ || 

WreTrTJ^liff fW5TT [l] 

^rmrs^fpurfa ii[^ii] 

^wre w»frjirirr 'toh (line 3) [i] 

’Sfr^isrt [ii ^ n] 

fire# -rrn sriirrarfVf^faffSfnT [i] 

*rw# ^fia^roraT ^T^Tiriwsrfr: [ii a ii] f 

(line 4) ^ [l] 

spnr [nui] 

[i] 

^ri^r w^^5fifrf%w (line 5) w [ikh] 

3% [ireii] 

^JTTf#f#tW<TTtfI f rf^r W3J# HfHJ [l] 

^rs- (line 6} suurer fafnr *ri^^lfr^ [ii ^ n] 

3# <£^re;g^re «r ^rwi% 'drei^r [i] 

S^pf! 5f ^T^=fI5J if *rfrf: [l|<£l|] 

# Conjectural; the leaf is here defective showing only portions of letters, 

t There is here a difficulty about the sixth chapter. As the rasdyafaa are a 

distinct subject from the vasti, it seems clear that the word rasdyaka-vidhdnatah 

refers to the sixth chapter. The text may be corrupt, and should probably be read 

rasdyana-vidhd tatah i. e., ‘ next the rules about elixirs,’ or perhaps rasayana-vidhis 

= tatah, the word tatah indicating the sixth chapter. 

I The two aksharas «£yr are omitted in the MS. 
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Translation* 

1 Salutation to the Tatkagatas.—I am going to write an approved 

compendium ^of medicine), called the Navanitaka, based on the excellent 

system of the Maharsliis as composed by them in olden times. What¬ 

ever is useful to men and women afflicted with various diseases; 

whatever is also useful for children, that will all be declared in this 

book. It will commend itself to those physicians whose minds delight 

in conciseness ; but on account of the multiplicity of its prescriptions, it 

will also be welcome to those whose minds love many details. 

1 The first chapter will give prescriptions of powders ; the second 

of clarified butter; the third will be concerned with oils. The 

fourth will be about the mixtures which are used in the treatment of 

various diseases. The fifth will give prescriptions of clysters, the 

sixth rules about elixirs. The seventh will be about gruels, the eighth 

about aphrodisiacs, the ninth about eyewashes, the tenth about hair- 

dyes. The eleventh will be concerned with applications of the yellow 

myrobalan.f The twelfth will be about bitumen, the thirteenth about 

castor-oil. The fourteenth will be concerned with the treatment of 

children; the fifteenth will deal with the treatment of barren women. 

Lastly the sixteenth will be about the treatment of women who have 

children These sixteen chapters will constitute the Navanitaka. It 

should not be given to any one who has no son, nor to any one who has 

no brother; nor should it be taught to any one who has no disciple.’ 

“ After this commences the first chapter on the churnas or powders ; 

it extends down to the obverse of the fourth leaf, where its end is indi¬ 

cated by the words I i. e., ‘ in the 

Navanitaka the prescriptions of powders are finished; the first chapter is 

finished.’ The following are some of the names of the powders that I 

have noticed: varddhamanaka, shadyddika, tilctaka, vrisha-dvddasaka, 

arishta, etc. 

“ The second chapter on clarified butter extends to the obverse of 

the ninth leaf, where we find the remark I gT5?T[f*T 

I i■ e., ‘ (here ends) the second chapter; I shall (now) 

explain the Vs la oil, the cure for rheumatism.’ The following are some 

of the names of clarified butter ; after each name the number of slokas 

about it are given : thus amrita-prdsa with LO slokas, kalydnaka with 4, 

tilctaka with 4, mahdtiktaka with 7, mridvika with 3, may nr a with 7, etc. 

* The translation is tentative. Some of the medical terms are not known to 

me, nor to those Kavirajs whom I consulted. 

f Abhaya, I am told by a Kaviraj, is a synonym of hantaht. See also Glossary 

to the Bibliotheca Indica edition of the Asva Yaidyaka. 
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“ The third chapter on oils extends to the obverse of the thirteenth 

leaf, where it ends thus: fa^^pq fT^qaB^HIWl SUIT??: I ■«<?: qT 

i. e., ‘(here ends) the third chapter on oils in the 

approved compendium Navanitaka ; in the following we shall declare 

miscellaneous prescriptions.’ The following are some of the kinds of 

oil spoken of: vald oil in 16 slokas, amrita oil in 25 slokas, asvagandhd 

oil, etc. 

“ The fourth chapter on mixtures or miscellaneous prescriptions ends 

on the obverse of the seventeenth leaf, with the words : 

faq-Sl SlJT^rJw: I ^rf! <TT q# ^?rq- 

SITO# I i■ e., ‘ here (ends) the fourth chapter in the Navanitaka, (called) 

Misraka; in the sequel I am going to declare means of improving 

vigour and colour, by which good spirits are increased and vigour also 

is generated.’ Of this chapter I may give the following verses as a 

specimen:— 

qi(*njqsrfMr: 11 [t, 11 ] 

q#q: ^ CJfrv^: I 

^Trnt^-fy n [> n ] 

*jfq|r# 33# q^*i iwrqsr i 

1^# q^n q»zqifrfq>ft I 

q^T qitwftsr^ n 

i. e. (1) ‘Let thoroughly parched sesamum seed, well sprinkled 

into thickened milk, be pressed to consistency ; or with the same sesamum 

seed mixed with liquorice a plaster may be made for rheumatism. 

(2) Thickened goat’s milk and (flour of) wheat with clarified 

butter makes an excellent ointment. This may be considered the 

principal remedy against rheumatism (or gout). 

The above are two prescriptions for the curing of rheumatism. 

(1) Clarified butter, oil, treacle, vinegar, and, as the fifth, ginger ; 

these, when drunk, are an instant remedy against pains in the lower 

part of the spine (i. e., against lumbago). 

(2) Castor-oil, the root of long pepper, the vachd-root, the Helle- 

borus niger, the Stephania Hernandifolia, and the seed of Holarrhena 

Antidysenterica and chebulic myrobalan are a grand remedy.’ 
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“ From the fourth chapter onwards I have not yet been able fully 

to trace the remaining chapters. On the 24th and 25th leaves I have 

noticed several names of gruels or yavdgu, which belong to the seventh 

chapter. 

“ On the obverse of the 28th leaf I have noticed the ending of the 

8th chapter, thus gWifli: wm: I i. e., 

‘ here end the prescriptions of Aphrodisiacs (as set forth) in the approved 

compendiumNavanitaka according to the doctrine of various Acharyas.’ 

“ On a subsequent leaf I have noticed portions of the eleventh 

chapter; and on another the beginnings of the twelfth and thirteenth 

chapters : thus ^Trt; and | 

i. e. ‘ here we shall explain the application of bitumen ’ and ‘ here we 

explain the application of castor-oil.’ 

“ So far as I can judge for the present, the MS. does not seem to be 

complete ; though I cannot say whether much or little of it is lost. 

“ As I explaiued before, this medical work ends on the obverse of a 

certain leaf ; and on the reverse of that leaf commences what appears to be 

a different work written in the second variety of the alphabet At the 

bottom of the obverse of this leaf, marking apparently the end of the 

medical work, there is a line of writing, in the third variety of the 

alphabet. It runs thus I This 

would seem to have been added to the MS. by the scribe who wrote the 

third portion of the MS. 1 do not understand its meaning. 

“The beginning of the second portion of the MS., which commences 

on the reverse of the leaf just referred to, runs thus :— 

srtfr —snfr —*r*fr *nf<iiwsr*?(?)— 

fjT3T*J if*?; «W SfSTIW? STR: «pft 

«nfr w^rtr«rr «w etc. 

“ The following is a specimen of the contents of this part of the 

manuscript. See Plate I, No. II, end of first line. 

^ .f 

(line 2) B l| strgs: 8 8 ^ JiOL Oik * 

apfqtWrvst ^ <r«rr i 

^ ii n (line 3) [» ^ a ] 
Vj 

# The dots signify illegible aksharas. 

f The other half of the sloka is broken away and lost. 
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iujk tiro rpr faire; i 

^ w ?tw-n ir^faj*rq^: ii ^ a a 

“ This may be tbus translated : 

‘ 1, Thy intelligence is spoiled, . Whatever undertaking 

thou thiDkest of, that will be fruitless. 

‘ 2, From diseases thou shalt quickly be delivered; and happiness 

thou shalt obtain; and a result thou shalt enjoy, neither very great nor 

very small. 

‘3, Fearful is sure to be the exertion with those, with whom thou 

hast a quarrel; fruitless is sure to be the business of which thou askest 

the causes.’ 

“ The whole consists of similar proverbial sayings divided in sets. 

Thus besides the above three sapata, there are three mail, five bahula, 

three kilt a, four bhadra, six s'akti, six dundubhi, three vrisha, thi’ee 

preshy a, three viti, three karnna, three sajd, three kdna, three chunchuna, 

three panji or panji, etc What these terms may mean I do not know. 

“ The system of enumeration, however, is curious and noteworthy. 

The three sapata are indicated by varying the relative position of three 

numbers: 443, 434, 344. Similarly the six sakti are enumerated by the 

variations of 341 = first, 134 = second, 413 = third, 314 = fourth, 143 = 

fifth, 431 = sixth. 

“ I may here note that the numbers are indicated, through all the 

three portions of the MS., not by means of numeral figures, but numeral 

letters. Nor is the modern decimal system of notation used, but the 

older one which indicated the tens, hundreds, etc. by separate signs ; 

thus 16 is expressed by the symbols for 10 and 6, 25 by those for 20 and 

5, etc. 

“ Regarding the third portion of the MS., I can say, for the present 

but little. It is written in a third variety of the alphabet. It appears 

to contain charms or prayers, and to be of small interest. But I have 

not yet been able to examine it more closely. A specimen of it is given 

in the lower portion of the plate which accompanies the account in the 

November Proceedings. That specimen reads thus : 

line 1, ~ - *T<T«Pt - - aiMS 

^(?).* 

line 2, ir- arraign ^fr *<r?T (read 

?) i wft % (read £fr°?) tn- 

n 
trCt*) \ 

* The dots signify illegible aksharas. 
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line 3, *nJrq ^ ^ ^ - ^rfitfSTT STTJTCTST % 

*#) qr^^W- 

line 4, «fq - qygqrfq .qy* W^ipj ^ W - sr^m^T q sfWT q^Wl 

?wr%^r: fqi- 

line 5, fq *T?fqqiT - ^qqq^r qq;^ #MIC%»f ^ - 

fre%*r qf*id»t 

line 6, qvjr qrg^’aq' =q - qiqrrfqrqir ^ *rft ^NPt f^qgqvr s? - trqrqq- 

f%*fr f*r?q ?mq =q 

i. e., ‘ may God rain all over my territory; hail to Ilikisi; my 

loving trust is in I 'hritarashtra; my loving trust is in Nairavana 

(Airavana?); in Virupaksha is my loving trust and in Krishna Gau¬ 

tama ; in Mani, the king of Nagas is my loving trust, also in Vasuki; 

in Dandapada, in ? and in Purnabhadra at all times ; in Nanda and 

Upananda, the beautiful and glorious, who most successfully maintain 

a contest even with the Gods and Asuras; in Anavatapta, in Varuna is 

my loving ti’ust, aud in Samharaka; in Takshaka, Ananta, and further 

in Vasumukha; in Aparajita is my loving trust; and my loving trus its 

in Chhihbasuta (?) ; and likewise in Mahamanasvin perpetually.’ 

“ The language of the manuscript is Sanskrit; not, however, the 

ordinary standard Sanskrit, hut that species of ungrammatical Sans¬ 

krit, which formerly used to be known by the name of the Gatka 

dialect, and which was the language used for literary purposes by the 

Northern or North-Western Buddhists, outside the schools of Brak- 

manic learning, in the centuries immediately before and after the 

commencement of the Christian era. It was a species of Sanskrit which 

in inflexion, syntax and metrics was not bound by the ordinary rules 

and usages of Sanskrit Grammar. The awkwardness of the Sanskrit 

in the introductory verses is noticeable. The word adhydya is used 

as being of the neuter gender, while in the standard Sanskrit it is mas¬ 

culine. In the second extract we have pishayet for the regular Sanskrit 

pesliayet, and, in the colophon quoted above it, the wrong concord valatn 

npajayante (singular subject with plural predicate). In the third 

extract, parihiyate stands for parihiyate and kdrana is used as the 

accusative plural, instead of kdranani. In the fourth extract, we have 

the irregular sandhi devo samantena for the ordinary Sanskrit devah 

samantena; again the initial a of anavataptena and of apardjitena must 

be dropped or taken as absorbed in the preceding syllable, in order 

to make the verse (sloka) scan; moreover the initial two shorts of 
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varunena must be taken to be equivalent to one long, in order to 

conform the line to the ordinary rules of a sloka; so also in the first 

half line of the eighth sloka in the first extract, where the two shorts of 

subhaga must be taken as one long. Many more examples of a similar 

kind might be quoted. 

“ Now as to the age of the MS., I believe it to be very old and 

written not later than the end of the 5th century A. D. The style of 

writing is exactly like that which we meet with in the early Gupta 

inscriptions, between 450 and 550 A. D. These may best be seen in Mr. 

Fleet’s volume III of the Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum. 

“ One of the test letters, for the determination of age, of the Nagari 

alphabet—and the most important one in the present case—is the 

akshara ■?? ya. Its original form was JL ; this changed to cJJ or cJJ ; 

next the left hand loop-line was extended to the point of junction of 

the perpendicular stroke, . The object of this, of course, was to 

permit of the letter being written with one continuous movement of the 

hand. The next step was to dissolve the point of junction, , a 

natural consequence of quick writing. From this point, the modern 

form was quickly reached. The whole course of this development 

is clearly traceable during the period (about 400 to 600 A. D.) of 

the early Gupta alphabet. The initial forms qJJ and we find 

still used throughout in the Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudra 

Gupta (about 400 A. D., see Fleet, ibid., p. 6), the Udayagiri Cave 

inscription of Chandra Gupta II (c. 410 A. D., ibid., p. 35), the Bilsad 

pillar inscription of Kumara Gupta (415 A. D , ibid., p. 45), the 

Mathurd image inscription of Skanda Gupta (454 A. D., ibid., p. 263), 

the Bhitari pillar inscription of Skanda Gupta (c. 460 A. D., ibid., 

p. 53), the Kahaum pillar inscription of Skanda Gupta (460 A. D., 

ibid., p. 67), etc. The final form is already used throughout the 

Bodhgaya inscription of Mahanaman (588 A D., ibid., p. 274), and in 

the Asphad stone inscription of Adityasena (c 650; ibid., p. 202). 

The intermediate form is only found in the Indor copper plate 

inscription of Skanda Gupta, of 465 A. D. {ibid., p. 68), the Mandasor 

stone inscription of Kumara Gupta, of 473 A. D. (ibid., p. 79), the 

Majhgawan copperplate inscription of Hastin, of 510 A. D. (ibid., p. 

106), and the Jaunpur stone inscription of I'svaravarman of about 520 

A. D. (ibid., p. 228). With regard to this intermediate form it is 

particularly to be noticed, that it occurs side by side with the older 

forms cJJ or ©V, and that it is exclusively used with the vowels e and 

o. Thus we have it in the Indore plate in yojyam (line 7) ; again iu 

the Mandasor inscription in yo and priyo (line 14) ; again in the 

Majhgawan plate in chhreyo (line 14), yo (line 16), ye (line 18); again 
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in the Jaunpur inscription in anvavdye (line 2). Now precisely the 

same practice is noticeable in the main portion of the MS., written 

in the first variety of the alphabet. The older form is used throughout, 

except in connection with the vowels e and o, when the intermediate 

form is used optionally with the older form. Thus in Plate I, No. I, 

the intermediate form occurs twice in the 2nd line in yoga, and in the 

9th line in kalpayet. Again in the upper portion of Plate VI of the 

November Proceedings the intermediate form occurs in the middle of the 

third line in lepayet, and in the beginning of the 6th line in misrayet; 

also twice in the beginning of the 11th line in prayojayet. On the other 

hand we have the older form in Plate I, No. I, 10th line, churnnayet, and 

in Plate VI of the November Proceedings, 2nd line, kalpayet; and both 

the older and intermediate forms we have in the same Plate VI, middle 

of 6th line, prayojayet. Once I have noticed the intermediate form 

with the analogous case of the vowel ai, viz., in Plate VI, middle of 

4th line, jivaniyais = cha. The inscriptions show that this intermediate 

form was peculiar to a particular period, the limits of which may 

be roughly put down as between 470 and 530 A. D. It is not found in 

any inscription either before or after these dates. And as inscriptions 

longer conserve archaic forms of writing than manuscripts, that fact 

further proves that the date of writing the MS. must fall somewhere 

within that period, that is, about 500 A. D. I have not noticed 

the intermediate form of ya either in the second or in the third 

portion of the MS. In both these portions, the older forms are used 

exclusively; and as these portions were certainly written after the first 

portion, they confirm the conclusion, that the writing of the whole 

MS. cannot be placed later than 500 A. D. 

“ As tending to confirm this conclusion, it may be further noted 

that throughout the MS., wherever there is any occasion to use a num¬ 

ber, whether in the body of the work in numbering slokas, or on the 

margin of the leaves in numbering the latter, the ancient practice of 

employing numeral letters is exclusively followed, while numeral figures 

are never used. What is more,—there is no trace of the knowledge of 

the modern system of notation with the help of the zero and the 

value of position; every numeral sign has its own fixed value, inde¬ 

pendent of the position it may occupy in a series, there being separate 

signs for the units, the tens, hundreds, etc. Thus ‘ twenty-five ’ is 

not expressed by the signs for ‘two’ and ‘five’ (i. e. 25), placed 

in a certain order, which order imparts the value of ‘ twenty ’ to 

the sign for ‘ two;’ but it is expressed by two special signs, one 

for ‘ twenty,’ the other for ‘ five.’ That the ‘ value of position ’ 

was not known to the writer of the second part of the MS., seems 
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to bo clearly shown by his curious system of numbering the several 

Slokas of a set. Thus the three slokas of the sapata set are num¬ 

bered 443, 434 and 344, which does not mean ‘ four hundred and 

forty-three,’ ‘ four hundred and thirty-four,’ and ‘ three hundred and 

forty-four.’ This would have no meaning. The position of the figures 

in the three series imparts no numerical value; 4 means ‘ four,’ and 3 

means ‘ three,’ in whatever position they may be. The three series 

can only be read ‘ four four three,’ ‘ four three four ’ and ‘ three four 

four;’ and the variation in the position of the three unit figures only 

serves to enumerate three different slokas. Now the discoveries of the 

zero and of the value of position may, with much probability, be placed 

at some time within the sixth century A. D.; and thus the writing of 

our MS., must be referred to a time, not later than the beginning of 

that century, or about 500 A. D. 

“ This, I believe, makes our MS. the oldest Indian wi’itten book that 

is known to exist. There is indeed another MS. which is nearly as old; 

that is, the so-called Horiuzi MS., published in the Anecdota Oxonien- 

sia, Yol. III. But if I understand the case rightly, that MS. consists 

only of two leaves, and is preserved, not in India, but in Japan. Pro¬ 

fessor Biihler, who has described it, assigns to it the date of about 550 

A. D. The MSS., next in age, are two Nepalese of the Cambridge 

collection, viz., Add. 1049 and 1702, described in Mr. Bendall’s Catalogue, 

pp. xxxix ff. ; and the so-called Bakhshali MS., described by myself in 

the Indian Antiquary, Yol. XYII, pp. 33ff. It will be observed that both 

Nepalese MSS. exhibit throughout the modern form of ya (though in 

slightly differing variations) as it became established at the end of the 

sixth century A. D. As the Bodhgaya inscription of Mahanaman, of 588 

A. D., shows throughout the same form of ya, it appears to me not 

impossible that the MS., Add. 1049, dated Samvat 252, which is 

referred by Mr. Bendall to 857 A. D., may really be placed in 571 A. D. 

being dated in terms of the Gupta era. Neither the old, nor the inter¬ 

mediate forms of ya occur in the Nepalese MSS., while in our MS. 

these are the only forms that are employed, the modern form being, 

conspicuous by its entire absence. 

“ I may note one or two other peculiarities. In the first place, the 

oldest form of the long vowel a is a small horizontal stroke attached 

to the top of the right side of a consonant. A peculiar modification of 

this form is the attachment of the stroke to the middle of the right side 

This form has, so far as I am aware, hitherto only been noticed in the 

Allahabad stone pillar inscription of Samudra Gupta, which dates from 

about 400 A. D., see Fleet, Corpus Insc. Ind. Yol. III., p. 4. Compare, 

e. g., the akshara JIT of JlTIT in line 31 of that inscription with the Jll of 
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•fTJIT in line 4 and of in line 5 of the lower part of Plate VI in the 

November Proceedings. I have noticed this peculiar form of a only 

in the that portion of the MS., which is written in the third variety 

of the alphabet. 

“ In the second place a peculiarity of the style of writing of the 

period of the early Gupta inscriptions is the practice of appending a 

final consonant, i. e., a consonant without an inherent vowel, below the 

line in very small size. In fact this practice is the early substitute of 

the modern virama. Thus compare the very last word in the 

bottom line, and the word just three lines above it, in the upper 

portion of the plate in the November Proceedings, again and 

iu line 1, in line 10 of Plate I, No. I, with the word 

iu line 11 of the Bilsad pillar inscription of Kumara Gupta, 

of 415 A. D. (Fleet, p. 44), or at the end of line 11 of the 

Kahaum stone pillar inscription of Skanda Gupta, of 460 A. D. (ibid., 

p. 67), or at the end of line 9 of the Indore copperplate of Skanda 

Gupta, of 465 A. D. (ibid., p. 70), or in line 6 of the Gwaliyor 

inscription of Mihirakula, of about 515 A. D. (ibid., p. 162), or 

in line 1, ^TWTT«r in 1. 13, in 1. 17 of the Mandasor inscription of 

Yasodharman, of 533 A. D. (ibid., p. 152), or JUJ inline 1 of the Jaunpur 

inscription of Tsvaravarman, of about 520 A. D. (ibid., p. 229). This 

practice of spelling I have observed throughout every part of the manu¬ 

script.” 

[PS. A fuller account of the MS., and specially of the reasons of 

dating it so early, I hope shortly to publish.] 
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No. II. 

Photo- etching. S. I. Oilices. Calcutta. April 1891. 
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Photo-etching. 

S. I Offices, Calcutta, November 1890. 
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